Black Type PEDIGREE

Sire:
PEPTOBOONSMAL: Lifetime earnings of $180,487. 1995 NCHA Futurity 3YO OP Champion; 1996 Sun Coast Futurity 4YO OP Champion; 1996 Bonanza Cutting 4YO OP Champion. He ranks in the Top 10 of All Time Leading Cutting Sires and has offspring earnings in excess of $26,500,000, including the producers with more than $68,000,000.

1st Dam:
BOON SAN KITTY by High Brow Cat, $555,504. NCHA 2004 Horse of the Year; 2003 PCCHA Futurity 3YO OP Champion; 2004 PCCHA Futurity 4YO OP Champion; 2004 Ablene Spectacular 4YO OP Champion; 2004 Music City Futurity 4YO OP Champion; 2004 South Point Winter Championship 4YO OP Champion; 2004 Galles Ranches Cutting 4YO OP Co-Champion; 2004 Breeders Invitational 4YO OP Reserve Champion; 2005 NCHA Summer Cutting Spectacular 5 & 6YO OP Champion; 2005 Western Horsemanship Cup Finals OP Champion; 2006 NCHA Summer Cutting Spectacular 5 & 6YO OP Champion; 2006 Brazos Bash 5 & 6YO OP Co-Reserve Champion. Dam with earnings in excess of $854,000, including the producers of more than $700,000. Some of her top offspring include:


2nd Dam:
BOON SAN SALLY by Boon Bar, $60,463. AQHA ROM; 1986 Bonanza Cutting 4YO OP Champion. He ranks in the Top 10 of All Time Leading Cutting Sires and has offspring earnings in excess of $26,500,000, including the producers with more than $2,000,000. Some of her top offspring include:

BOON SAN KITTY (High Brow Cat), $555,504. (see above)

RW SALLYCAT (High Brow Cat), $143,731. 2004 Breeders Invitational 3rd 4YO OP; 2004 South Point Futurity 4th 4YO OP; 2005 Music City Futurity 5 & 6YO OP Co-Reserve Champion. Dam of offspring with earnings in excess of $169,000. Her top two offspring include:

ONE SALLYCAT (One Time Pepto), $48,260. 2012 Cotton Stakes Futurity 4YO LMT OP Champion. Dam of offspring with earnings in excess of $125,000.

SALLY CATS HOT (Spots Hot), $46,327. 2011 Cotton Stakes Futurity 4YO LMT OP Reserve Champion.

BOON SAN LENA (Smart Little Lena), $121,921. NCHA World Champion; 1991 Abilene Western Cutting 4YO OP finalist; 1993 NCHA Summer Spectacular 3rd (tie) 6YO OP Sire of offspring with earnings in excess of $70,700, including the producers of more than $163,900.


SMART LITTLE SALLY (Smart Little Lena), $46,983. 1993 NCHA Futurity 3YO OP finalist; 1994 Abilene Western Cutting 4YO 50K AM Champion; 1994 Steamboat Springs Derby 4YO 50K AM Reserve Champion. Dam of offspring with earnings in excess of $180,000. Her top two offspring include:

SALLY BOONSMAL (Peptoboonsmal), $38,904. 2003 NCHA Western Championships Novice Reserve Champion. Dam of offspring with earnings in excess of $17,500.

NITROS REAL DEAL (Nitro Dual Doc), $36,201. 2014 Southern Futurity 5 & 6YO LMT OP Reserve Champion.